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                    Abstract
Which NP does all associate with in e.g. “The pandas, the children all saw”—the pandas, the children, or both? The intuition of adult Mandarin Chinese native speakers regarding the interpretation of the adverbial quantifier dou ‘all’ remains unclear and controversial, and various incommensurate theories of domain selection have been proposed. These studies may have failed to yield clear results because they used testing materials in which the interpretation of dou is confounded with other principles of NP interpretation (e.g. zhexie xiaohai ‘these children’ is truth-functionally synonymous with ‘all these children’). To address these concerns, we present the first set of experimental studies on adult knowledge and use of syntactic constraints on the quantifier domain of dou. The results support the hypothesis that dou can take one and only one c-commanding NP as its domain, but falsify interesting theoretical accounts that assume a strict locality constraint on dou quantification.
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                    Notes
	Without the relatively long pause, two alternative interpretations of (5) are available: (a) where tuzi ‘rabbit’ is the subject instead of the topic, and xiongmao ‘panda’ is the IP-internal topic moved from the object position (Kuo 2009; Paul 2002; b) where tuzi and xiongmao form a coordinating structure, i.e. ‘rabbit and panda’. With the pause, these alternative interpretations are not readily available, and instead tuzi is interpreted as topic and xiongmao as subject. The explanations that participants provided indicate which interpretation they assigned. We found two cases of IP-internal topic interpretation and seven cases of coordinating interpretation, all of which occurred with the same test item under the Topic context (possibly because the verb phrase can be either transitive or intransitive). The experimenter asked the participants who gave these alternative interpretations to judge the sentence again, using an interpretation similar to the one they gave to (i). 






(i) is not semantically ambiguous because our world knowledge excludes the unwanted interpretations where ji ‘chicken’ or both ji and wo ‘I’ are the agent of the eating event.
For the replication experiment, we put an even longer pause after the topic NP in order to make the wanted interpretation more readily available as the only possible interpretation, and we did not make any correction to participants’ responses.


	The percentage of test sentences accepted by subjects, with 95% confidence intervals


	Notice that \(6 (0 +2 + 3 + 1)\) participants rejected at least one item under both context types, which may be because these participants occasionally rejected the test sentence under both conditions. However, we will suggest that the theory we pursue can account for these data as well.


	The mouse tracking results are not directly relevant here, and will be presented in another paper.
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Appendix
Appendix
An Example of Pretests











                        English translation of the story (Point to the two animals) Do you know what they are? They are charizards. They came to Beijing for a trip and wanted to find some interesting treasures and take them home. This charizard (point to the charizard on the left of the picture) found a plane. Flying a plane is interesting, isn’t it? The other charizard found a football. They happily took these treasures home. OK. The story is finished. Mr. Tiger, can you tell me what happened in this story? 
	Puppet:
	Zhe
	 shi  
	(yi)-ge 
	he 
	zhao 
	baobei 
	youguan  
	de 
	gushi. 
	En, 
	zuihou, 
	Penghuolong

	This
	  is
	one-cl with  
	find 
	treasure  
	relevant 
	de 
	story. 
	Er, 
	finally, 
	charizard

	zhaodao-le   feiji.

	find-asp      plane

	‘This story is about looking for treasures. Finally, the charizard(s) found a plane.’






Examples of the Main Test
Item 1 in Subject Context Condition (Experiment 1)






                            English translation of the story Two fish lived in a fish tank and the fish tank was not transparent. They heard two animals (ducks) quacking, but did not know what the two animals looked like. They wanted to see the two animals. One day, the two ducks became interested in the fish tank and walked around the tank. The two fish jumped up (perform once for each fish) and saw the tall duck, but they were not able to see the short duck.
	Puppet: Er,  let me see. Er,

	             duck, fish dou jian-asp.






Interpretations under consideration:
	
                          (i)
                          
                            ‘One and only one duck was seen by both fish.’ (T under Subject context, F under Topic context)

                          
                        
	
                          (ii)
                          
                            ‘One and only one fish saw both ducks.’ (F under Subject context, T under Topic context)

                          
                        
	
                          (iii)
                          
                            ‘Both fish saw both ducks’ (F under Subject context, F under Topic context)

                          
                        


Item 2 in Subject Context Condition (Experiment 1)






                            English translation of the story Two pirates attacked two tiger guards in order to rob a city. Pirate 1 (pointing to a pirate) firstly aimed at Tiger 1 (pointing to a tiger), but Tiger 1 stood in front of the entrance and blocked the pirate’s way. Pirate 1 tried a second time, but this time he was barred by Tiger 2. Taking advantage of the situation, Pirate 2 crept into the city through a back door and robbed a lot of things. Because Tiger 1 and Tiger 2 both stopped Pirate 1, they were awarded a prize.
	
                          Puppet:
                          
                            Er, let me see. Er,

                            pirate, tiger dou barred-the-way-of.

                          
                        

Interpretations under consideration:
	
                          (i)
                          
                            ‘One and only one pirate was barred by both tigers.’(T under Subject context, F under Topic context)

                          
                        
	
                          (ii)
                          
                            ‘One and only one tiger barred the way of both pirates.’(F under Subject context, T under Topic context)

                          
                        
	
                          (iii)
                          
                            ‘Both tigers barred the way of both pirates. (F under Subject context, F under Topic context)

                          
                        


An Example of Topic Context






                        English Translation of the Story In this story, there are two chickens and two birds. The two birds had colorful feathers and looked smart. They were popular among the animals. These two chickens (pointing to the chickens) wanted to be friends with the birds, and would like to receive any gifts the birds gave them. The chickens also said that if the birds gave them gifts, they would let the birds kiss them. The older bird planted a lot of pumpkins. The younger bird wandered around all day without planting any vegetables. Therefore, in the fall, the older bird had many pumpkins. He gave pumpkins to both chickens, and according to what the chickens had agreed on, the older bird kissed both chickens. The younger bird also wanted to be kissed, but since he did not have any gifts, he could not kiss the chickens. The two chickens liked the pumpkins very much and made very delicious pumpkin soup.
The story has finished. Mr. Tiger, could you tell us what happened in the story.
	
                        Puppet:
                        
                          Er, let me see. Er,

                          chicken, bird dou kiss.

                        
                      

Interpretations under consideration:
	
                        (i)
                        
                          ‘One and only one chicken was kissed by both birds.’ (T under Subject context, F under Topic context)

                        
                      
	
                        (ii)
                        
                          ‘One and only one bird kissed both chickens.’ (F under Subject context, T under Topic context)

                        
                      
	
                        (iii)
                        
                          ‘Both birds kissed both chickens. (F under Subject context, F under Topic context)
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